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Question: 1
A system administrator would like to set a system to reboot after a crash. What is the best way to
do this?
A. smit chgsys
B. bosboot
C. smit dump
D. bootlist -r
Answer: B
Question: 2
After issuing the nfsstat -rs command, the null received column starts to grow. This indicates
which of the following conditions?
A. Not enough NFS daemons running
B. Too many NFS daemons running
C. nfs_tcp_socketsize is too small
D. nfs_tcp_socketsize is too large
Answer: B
Question: 3
Which of the following commands is run to adjust the number of free paging-space pages at
which AIX begins killing processes?
A. schedtune
B. rmss
C. rmps
D. vmtune
Answer: B
Question: 4
Page replacements algorithm steals file pages only when percent of RAM occupied by filepages
A. falls below minperm.
B. is between minperm and maxperm.
C. Higher than maxperm.
D. Lower than maxperm.
Answer: B
Question: 5
Which of the following logical volume placement policies is likely to give the best performance in
most cases, all other factors being equal?
A. INTRA-POLICY set to 'edge', INTER-POLICY set to maximum
B. INTRA-POLICY set to 'center', INTER-POLICY set to maximum
C. INTRA-POLICY set to 'middle', INTER-POLICY set to minimum
D. INTRA-POLICY set to 'center', INTER-POLICY set to minimum
Answer: B
Question: 6
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Which of the following performance tools will work optimized code and also provides source
statement profiling?
A. prof
B. gprof
C. kprof
D. tprof
Answer: D
Question: 7
The nice vale is 80 in the ps listing. Which command is sued to change this to a value of 100?
A. renice 100 {PID}
B. renice -n {PID}
C. renice -20 {PID}
D. renice -n -100 {PID}
Answer: B
Question: 8
Which of the following procedures WILL NOT increase contiguous free space on the filesystem
/data1, located on /devlv01, that is heavily fragmented?
A. Run defragfs -r /data1; defragfs /data1
B. Run defragfs -r /dev/lv01; defragfs /dev/lv0
C. Back up the filesystem by name, unmount the filesystem, recreate the filesystem by running
mkfs /dev/lv01, and restoring the data from the backup.
D. Back up the file system by inode, unmount the filesystem, recreate the filessytem by running
mkfs /dev/lv01, and restoring the data from the backup.
Answer: D
Question: 9
When setting up schedules and enforcing scheduling of different types of workloads, which of the
following are critical performance issues?
A. Disk fragmentation
B. Performance result analysis
C. Capacity forecasting and planning
D. Resource contention and availability
Answer: D
Question: 10
A TCP/IP application is transferring files form a personal machine to a remote machine. The
application writes 32 kilobytes of data at a time to he socket, but has not issued a system call to
set the window size. Which of the following procedures should be performed on the personal
machine to increase the throughput of the application?
A. Increase the size of thewall
B. Increase the size of sb_max
C. Increase the size of tcp_recvspcace
D. Increase the size of tcp_sendspace
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Answer: D
Question: 11
The system administrator notice that there is an I/O bottleneck on one of three disks in datavg
volume group. This problem disk contains the JFS log, loglv00 and one filesystem, /mydatabase.
There are not other logical volumes on this disk. Which of the following options would be the best
solution?
A. Increase the size of the JFS log logical volume so more transactions can be written to this
log.
B. Create a second, additional JFS log and have the /mydatabase logical volume point to both
JFS logs.
C. Migrate the JFS log device to another physical disk in the same volume group.
D. Only one JFS log devise for each volume group can be used. Use the migratepv command to
move the JFS log device to an empty disk in another volume group.
Answer: C
Question: 12
Exhibit

Using the "ps -mo THREAD" output as shown in the exhibit, which of the following conclusions is
most appropriate to draw?
A. This is a nuiprocessor system
B. The "prog" process has a nice value of 107
C. There are two active processors on this system
D. The "prog" process will only be scheduled to run on processor 0
Answer: D
Question: 13
Given the following on a system that is not a name server, which will be the first area searched to
resolve a host name to an IP address?
"cat /etc/resolv.conf
domain widgitsrus.com
nameserver 192.9.201.1
nameserver 192.9.201.2
"cat /etc/netsvc.conf
hosts =local,bind,nis
"echo $NSORDER
local,nis,bind
A. /etc/hosts on server 192.9.201.2
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